Undergraduate Committee Annual Report 2005-2006

- **Undergraduate Program:**
  
  - Undergraduate Majors: 36 in Fall 2005, 36 in Spring 2006
  
  - Honors and Awards
    * 12 undergraduate majors made Dean’s List (GPA of 3.50 or above for 12 or more credits) for Fall 2005.
    * Hang Li and Kimberly Minnis were elected to the Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society.
    * Kimberly Minnis received the Edward Allen award for the top student in mathematical disciplines admitted to Phi Beta Kappa.
    * Kimberly Minnis received the George W. Snedecor Undergraduate Statistics Award for the top student in statistics.

  - Graduates and First Activity:
    * Reka Howard (S 06, other major Mathematics) Graduate School in Statistics, Iowa State University
    * Courtney Merrick (S 06) Actuarial Reporting Specialist, AmeriUS Group, Des Moines, IA

    * Jessica Culhane, Scott Kongable Scholarship.
    * Christopher Ryan, Herta and HT David Scholarship.
    * Christopher Kielon, Schillmoeller Family Scholarship.
    * Krista Olson, Schillmoeller Family Scholarship.
    * Amy Shell, Schillmoeller Family Scholarship.
    * Kimberly Minnis, Procter & Gamble Co. Undergraduate Statistics Scholarship.
    * Emma Tegels, Statistics Department Undergraduate Scholarship.

- **Service Teaching:**

  The Committee approved the texts authored by faculty members in the Department for use in the following courses.

  - Stat 105 and Stat 305; *Basic Engineering Data Collection and Analysis* by Vardeman and Jobe, Duxbury/Thomson Learning.
  
  - Stat 226/326; *Introduction to Practice of Business Statistics* by Moore, McCabe, Duckworth and Sclove, Freeman.
  
  - Stat/IMSE 361; *Statistical Quality Assurance Methods for Engineers* by Vardeman and Jobe, Wiley.

Attached is a summary of numbers of students enrolled in statistics courses (100 to 399). The data go back more than 20 years. Two areas, Business Statistics and Engineering Statistics have had increasing enrollments.